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### Introduction
Research notes, course notes, articles, correspondence and other papers of a journalist.

### Box List

#### Box 1
- “Changing News Coverage of Women”
- “Government and the Media”
- “Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
- “The Content of News Photos” (5 folders)
- American Association for Public Opinion Research
- Association for Education in Journalism, Convention, 1974
- Clippings
- Correspondence
- *Journalism Quarterly* Article
- Lifestyle Suggestions
- Mail Survey
- *Media Report to Women*
- National Organization for Women
- Newswriting Laboratory, Communication 102
- Past Lifestyles, Women
- Public Opinion
- Redefining News
- SAGE Publications
- Student Reporting
- *Washington Star*, Suggestions
- *Washington Star*, Women
- Women’s Symposium, Addresses

#### Box 2
- Newswriting Laboratory, Communication 102
- Newspaper Management, Public Officials
- Teaching Seminar
- “Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
- *To Form a More Perfect Union*
- Dissertation Files

#### Box 3
- Dissertation Files
- “The Content of News Photos”
- “Changes in Women’s/Lifestyle Sections”
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“Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
Research and Course Notes
Child Rearing
Duplicates
Lifestyle
Master Copies
Sex Roles, Activists
Sex Roles, Spouse

Box 4
“Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
Research and Course Notes
“News Media and the Working Woman” (filmstrip and tape)
Addresses
Advertisements
Ageism
Articles
Betty Medsger
Correspondence
Course Assignments
Dissertation Catalog
Fashion
Language
Lifestyles
Lynn Haskin
National Organization for Non-Parents
National Organization for Women
News Coverage of Women
Non News Coverage
Obituaries
Papers and Publications
Philadelphia *Evening Bulletin* series
Photo Study
Photo Study Speech
Placement
Publications
Racism
Research on Women
Sex Roles
Entertainers
Socialites
Criminal
Human Interest
Other
Politician/Officials
Sports Figures
ACCESSION CA4829
MILLER, SUSAN H., PAPERS

Washington Woman’s Conference
Women at Work
Women Faculty
Women in Communication
*Women In Media: A Documentary Source Book*
Women Journalists
Women’s Section Philosophy

**Box 5**

“Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
Research and Course Notes
“Sex Stereotypes and Reporting”
AEJ Program Materials
Business
Citizen/Opinion
Consumers
Leisure/Social
News Media and the Working Woman
Program Material Backup
Sex Roles Professional
Spokeswoman
Sports
Stereotypes
Women
Women and the News
Women at War
Women Pages
Women’s Magazine
Women’s Page
Women’s Page Editors
Women’s Press Institute
Women’s Section

**Box 6**

“Sex Roles and Stereotypes in News Reporting”
Research and Course Notes
Editorial and General
Housekeeping
Miscellaneous
Women’s Page
Women’s Page, Reprints
Work Relationships